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Abstract: In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the A-acceptability of certain rational 
approximants [1] to the exponential. Our tools are the C-polynomials [3] and the order star theory [2,5]. 
1. Introduction 
We study the A-acceptability of rational approximants [1] 
Rk,m(Z ) = i~=oai,7, i hi Zi, a o = b o = 1, b k = O, m <~ k 
to exp(z), such that 
Rk,m(Z) = exp(z) + O( I ztm+t). 
The interest of this topic comes from the fact that 
U(t )=exp(At )= ~ Aiti 
i! i=0 
is the unique solution to the initial value problem 
dU( t ) /d t=AU(t ) ,  U(0) = I  
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where A, U are n × n-matrices, I is the identity matrix and t >t 0. 
First, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the A-acceptability of (1)-(2). This is a 
generalization of the results of [3] to functions of the class (1) such that 
Rk,m(Z) = exp(z) + O( IZ Ik+l). 
Secondly, we make use of the order star theory [2,5] to establish necessary conditions for the 
A-acceptability of Pad4-type approximants with a single pole 1/7 (7 ~ N) to exp(z) given by 
(1)-(2). We denote such approximants by (m/k)(e~). 
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This condition involves the roots of the k th Laguerre polynomial of order zero (L~). 
Let 1/x l , . . . ,  1 /x  k be the zeros of L~, where 0 < 1/xl  < . . .  < 1/x~. We also set x 0 
and xk+ a = 0. 
In these conditions, if (k - l / k )  ~) is A-acceptable, then 
pC 
[½k, ½(k + 2)], 
[½(k-  1), l ( k  + 1)], V C]Xu+I, Xp[ 
where 1/y is the pole of (k - 1 /k )~ ). 
We now recall some concepts that will be useful in the sequel. 
(5) 
Definition 1. The function (1) satisfying 
Rk,m(2 ) -- exp(z) + O( Izl s+l) 
is called an approximant of order s. 
(6) 
Definition 2. Let (1) be an approximant of order s, s >/m. Let p be the unique polynomial of 
degree k ([3]) such that 
Rk,m(Z) Rk,m(P; Z) ~ (--1)ip(k-i)(O)zg/i~ ° =-- = (--])gI)(k-i)(1)Z i (7) 
i=0 
where 
p<J)(a) = (d(J)p(x)/dx j) Ix : .  
Then p is called the C-polynomial for the rational function (1). 
Example. Let Rk, m(Z ) = Nk,,,(z)/(1 - 7z) k = exp(z) + O( [z[ re+l) be an approximation 
exp(z). Then the C-polynomial for Rk,,, is 
p(x)  = - x ) /v ) .  
to 
(8) 
Definition 3. Given the domain of the complex z-plane 
A= (zEC/ IRk ,m(Z)  I > lexp(z) I}. 
Rk,m(Z ) is said to be A-acceptable if the following conditions hold: 
(i) AN(z~C/Re  z--gO}=fJ 
(ii) Rg, m has no poles in C-. 
Remark. A is called the Order Star of (1). 
By using the C-polynomial, we now give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
A-acceptability. A necessary condition is also obtained with the order star theory. 
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2. A necessary and sufficient condition for the A-acceptability 
Norsett [3] gave conditions for the A-acceptability of approximations of the form (1) and 
order s >/k, but his results cannot be used with approximants which also satisfy (2), i.e. of order 
s>~m (m<~k). 
Theorem 1. Let (1) be an approximant of order s >1 m (m <<, k). Then (1) is A-acceptable iff 
k 
(i) E 
i=qm/2 + l] 
1 m 
- E r 'k(o) r2'= 
i=[m/2 + l] 
where p is the C-polynomial for (1) and 
rnin(2 i, m) 
F~ii'k(X) = y" (--1)J+ip(k-J~(x)p(k-2i+J)(X). 
j = max(0, 2i -m)  
(ii) c k >/0. 
(iii) Rk, m has no poles in C-.  
{F~'k(O) + 2(--1)k+i folp(x)p(2k-2i+')(X ) dx}r  2i 
k 
E Ci r2i >i O, Vr ~ R 
i=[m/2 + l] 
(9) 
(10) 
The proof is based on the use the Maximum Modulus Theorem for analytic functions. One has 
to verify that the modulus of the approximation on the imaginary axis of the complex z-plane 
does not exceed one. 
Remark. For the case of an approximation given by (1)-(2) it is possible to numerically explore 
the A-acceptability by computing the C-polynomial from the coefficients of the approximant. 
Corollary 1. (For m = k - 1). Let Rk, k_ 1 be an approximation to exp(z) of order s >1 k - 1. 
Then Rk,k_ 1 is A-acceptable iff 
k-1  
(i) Y'~ 2(-- l )k+i(p(O)p(2k-2i)(o)+ fo lp(x)p(2k-2i+l l (x)dx}r2i  
i = [(k + 1)/2]  
+[p(1)12r2i>~O, Vr~g~ 
(ii)Rk,k_ 1 has no poles in C-  
(11) 
Example [4]. 
R<m(Z ) = Nm(z) / (1 - z /k )  k 
then 
=exp(z )+O( lZ lm+l ) ,  
k = 1, 2, 3, 4, Rk, m is A-acceptable, 
m = k - 1 5 ~< k ~< 15, Rk, m is not A-acceptable; 
m=k 
k=1,2 ,3 ,  
4~<k~<15, 
Rk, m is A-acceptable, 
Rk, m is not A-acceptable. 
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3. A necessary condition for the A-acceptability of Pad6-type approximants with a single pole 
We shall make use of the following results of the order star theory. 
Property 1. Let A be the order star Of Rk, m. Then, the boundary of A ( 3A) has only two branches 
that go to infinity. Each of these branches will be represented by 3A~. 
Property 2. Rk, m is an approximation of order s iff, for z ---> O, A consists of s + 1 sectors of width 
"rr/(s + 1), separated by s + 1 sectors of the complement of A, each of the same width. 
Property 3. We callA-fingers (AC-fingers ) the connected components of each of the sectors of A (of 
A¢). I f  p sectors join together to one A-finger (At-finger), we call it an A-finger ( AC-finger) of 
multiplicity p. 
Thus, each bounded A-finger (AC-finger) of multiplicity p contains a least p poles (zeros) of 
R~,,, (counted with their multiplicity). 
The A-acceptability of the approximant (k -  1/k)~z ) 
The rational approximant 
(k -1 /k )~) (z )  = 
where 
k-1 
E ( -1) iT ' (Dk- iLk(1 /7) )z i / (  1 - 7z) k (12) 
i=0 
DJLk( a) --(d i lk  (x)/dxJ)[x= . 
is, in general, of order k -  1 and the error constant is given by 
7kLk(1/7) 
Thus, if Lk(1/7 ) = 0, one has an approximation of order k. 
DLk(1/ ) - -  - - 
and 
Then 
P(T; z )=DZLk( l /a~) ( -Tz )k -2 [ (1 /7  - 1/av) (1 /a2) ( -~ 'z )  + 1] =0,  
3 
av --  T av  
7ao~ 7z+l=0 i .e . z -7_% 
This shows that 
Z--> --00 
T --~ Otv 
z---~ +o0 
7~a~-  and ~,~a + 
If we denote by G the number of zeros of (k -  1/k)~o) at the right side of 3A~(x~, z), then 
Cv+ 1 = C v - -  1. Since c 1 = k - 1 we get G = k - v and this completes the proof. 
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Fig. 1. 
Corollary 2. The order star of the approximation (13) contains just one bounded A-finger of 
multiplicity k - v + 1. 
Proof. Since there are k - v zeros at the right side of 3A~(x~, z), there are also k - v sectors 
with a bounded AC-finger, hence the multiplicity of this bounded A-finger is k - v + 1. 
Example 1. The order star of (3 /4 )~ ~), v = 1, 2, 3, 4. See Fig. 1. 
Example 2. The order star of (4 /5 )~ °), v = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. See Fig. 2. 
Case 1. Approximants (12) of order k 
Let 1 /x  a, 1/X2,..., 1IX k be the zeros of L k, where 0 < 1/x  1 < • • • < 1 /x  k. Let 
(k -1 /k ) (e  x~) (13) 
be the approximant (12) with ~, = x~ (v = 1, . . . ,  k) 
In these conditions: 
(i) There is a single bounded A-finger. 
(ii) There are k + 1 sectors of A-fingers and k + 1 sectors of AC-fingers in a neighbourhood of
the origin. 
(iii) There are k - 1 different bounded AC-fingers, each of them containing exactly one zero. 
Theorem 2. The approximant (13) has v - 1 zeros at the left side of 6A~(xv, z) and k - v zeros at 
the right side of 3A~(x, ,  z). 
(We represent by 6Aoo(xv, z) each of the infinite branches of 6A for (13)). 
Fig. 2. 
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Proof. If (k  - 1/k )~) (z )  = 0, then 
Let av 
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P(7; z )DLk(1 /V) ( -Yz )  k - l+  "'" +D~Lk(1 /T )  =0.  
be the (unique) real number such that 
DLk(1 . /%)=O , ogv~lXv+l, Xv[ , 13= 1, . . . , k -  1. 
If "f 4= %, the roots z of P('f; z) depend continuosly on 7, then the zeros cannot change their 
position vis-fi-vis 8A. 
Since DLk(1 /% ) = O, 
DLkO/V)- 0 
"y --+ O~  
Hence, there is a root z --+ oo such that 
P(v; z)- 0 
T --+ O~v 
Further, for "g --+ c%, 
Theorem 3. I f  ( k - 1/k)~ x~ is A-acceptable, then 
ve[½k,  ½(k+2)] .  
Proof. A-acceptability implies that none of the A-fingers touch the imaginary axis of the complex 
z-plane. 
Since there are k - v + 1 sectors of A-fingers at the right side of 8Aoo(xo; z), then 
k-v+l<~[½(k+l )+ l] .  
Analogously, since there are v sectors of A-fingers at the left side of 8A~(xv; z), then 
v~ [½(k+l )+½] .  [] 
Case 2. Approximants (12) of order k - 1 
Let 1/xp . . . ,1 /x~ be the zeros of L k, where 0 < 1/x  1 < . . .  < 1 /x  k. Let (k -1 /k )~ ~ 
('r =~ xv) be a Pad&type approximant with a single pole 1/% Then, the following properties hold: 
(i) There is a single bounded A-finger. 
(ii) There are k sectors of A-fingers and k sectors of AC-fingers in a neighbourhood of the 
origin. 
(iii) There are k - 2 different bounded AC-fingers and each of them contains at least one zero 
of the approximant. 
Theorem 4. Let 1/Xa,..., 1/X 2 be the zeros of L k, where 0 < 1 /x l  < "" • < 1/xk.  We also set 
x o= +oo andxk+ 1=0.  
I f  7 ~]Xo+a, xv[ , v = 0, . . . ,  k then ( k - 1 /k  )(J ) has an A-finger of multiplicity k - v at the right 
side of 8Aoo(7; z) and v sectors of AC-fingers at the left side of this line. 
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Fig. 3. 
Proof. Let 1/av . . . ,1 /ak_a  be the zeros of DL~ such that 1/a  I < ' ' '  < 1 /ak_  1. We set 
a o = + oo, a k = O. From well known properties of orthogonal polynomials we get 
0 < 1 /x l  < 1/a~ < . ' .  < 1 /ak_~ < 1 /xk  < 1 /ak  < + ~.  
Following the steps of the proof of Theorem 3, if 7 ~]%,  %+1[,v = 1,. . . ,  k, then (k - 1 /k )~ ) 
has v - 1 zeros at the left side of 8Ao~('y; z) and k - v zeros at the right side of this line. 
Further, if ~, ~ a~-, there is one zero z I --* - oo and if 7 ~ a+, there is one zero z 2 --* + oG. 
From the continuity of 6A~(7; z) and P(7;  z)  with respect o y, if y ~]x~+l, a/~ [, then 
there are v sectors of A-finger at the left side of 3A~(y ;  z) and one bounded A-finger of 
multiplicity k -  v at the right side of this line, in a neighbourhood of the origin. 
Analogously, if 7 ~]%,  xv[, there are v sectors of A-fingers in a neighbourhood of the origin 
and one bounded A-finger of multiplicity k - v. [] 
Example 3. For k = 5 and ~, ~]x  2, xl[, see Fig. 3. 
Theorem 5. Let ~, be a positive real number such that y ~]Xo+l, x~[, v = 0 . . . .  , k where x o = + oo, 
Xk+ 1 ~ O. 
I f  (k  - ] /k )~ ) is A-acceptable, then 
v~[½(k-1) ,½(k+l ) ] .  
k=4 
Fig. 4. 
k=5 
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Proof. As in Theorem 3, 
k-v<~[½(k+l)]  and v~.<[½(k+l)]. [] 
Example 4. (k - 1/k)~/k), k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. See Fig. 4. 
4. Conclusion 
The necessary condition obtained for the A-acceptability of the approximants (12) depends on 
the zeros of the k th Laguerre polynomial of order zero. 
The approximants (k -  1/k)~f o) are A-acceptable in the following cases 
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
v 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 
These values have been obtained from Theorems I and 3. The A-acceptability of certain 
approximants (k /k )~)  was characterized in [5,6 and 7], showing that there is a finite (and small) 
number of such approximants of order k + 1 which are A-acceptable (k -- 1, 2, 3, 5). 
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